April 11-12 2014  
223 Moses Hall  
UC Berkeley

Friday  
3-6:45 pm

INTRODUCTION  
Stefan-Ludwig Hoffmann, Berkeley  
Francine Hirsch, Madison  
Cold War Human Rights and the Soviet Vision of International Law  
Celia Donert, Liverpool  
Women's Internationalism East and West after 1945

KEYNOTE & FILM  
József Böröcz, Rutgers  
Intimate Internationalism: The Performing Arts Ensemble of the Hungarian People’s Army Visits China in the Autumn of 1956

COMMENT  
Winnie Won Yin Wong, Berkeley

Jadwiga Pieper-Mooney, University of Arizona  
Street-Level Histories of Solidarity in East and West Germany: ‘Viva Chile Socialista’

Andrew Ivaska, Concordia  
Dar es Salaam’s Transnational Activist Scene and the Politics of Everyday Life, 1961-85

Christina Schwenkel, Riverside  
Affective Solidarities and East German Reconstruction of Vietnam

Éric Allina, Ottawa  
Building the Revolution Abroad? Mozambican Workers in the German Democratic Republic

Saturday  
9:15 am-5 pm

Masha Kirasirova, NYU Abu Dhabi  
Soviet Spectacles in the Middle East, 1955-68

Mahua Sarkar, Binghampton SUNY  
Translating Socialism. Indian Intellectuals in the Soviet Union

Alexander Cook, Berkeley  
Chinese Uhuru: Mao and the Congo Crisis

Andrew Ivaska, Concordia  
Dar es Salaam’s Transnational Activist Scene and the Politics of Everyday Life, 1961-85

Christina Schwenkel, Riverside  
Affetive Solidarities and East German Reconstruction of Vietnam

Éric Allina, Ottawa  
Building the Revolution Abroad? Mozambican Workers in the German Democratic Republic

Jadwiga Pieper-Mooney, University of Arizona  
Street-Level Histories of Solidarity in East and West Germany: ‘Viva Chile Socialista’

Elizabeth McGuire, SFSU  
Jorge Ramirez and the Evaporation of Socialist Internationalism

FINAL COMMENT  
Sandrine Kott, Geneva

For more information visit socialistinternationalism.wordpress.com